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The mystery of the Flores block of six
by J.R. van Nieuwkerk
Many years ago, the greatest rarity of the Japanese occupation of the Dutch East Indies was sold in the 75th
Boekema auction in The Hague, the Netherlands. This auction was perhaps the largest auction ever of postal
material from the Japanese occupation of the Dutch East Indies, consisting of more than 6,000 lots auctioned off
in 11 sessions over 4 days.
The pièce de résistance was Lot 4293 which was described as “GUNSEIKITTE 10c block of 6 – ABSOLUTELY
UNIQUE!”. It went under the hammer in the 8th session on 31 January 1974 and was sold for 60,000 Dutch
guilders (excluding sales commission, roughly US$31,000).(1) And then it vanished! Few people knew who had
purchased it, and over time only the owner knew where it was. But now, after 47 years, it has reappeared!
Before we tell the story of this block’s adventures, let’s examine it more closely.

Flores block of 6

The 7th stamp

The post offices on Flores (one of the Lesser Sunda Islands to the east of Java) had been closed since 13 May
1942 when the Japanese invaded the island. At the request of the people and in particular the Catholic community,
it was decided to re-open the post offices on 1 February 1943. Because there were no postage stamps, these had
to be ordered in a hurry, and an order was placed to print 5,000 postage stamps at the Arnoldus Print Works,
which was the print shop for the Catholic diocese in Endeh, the main town on the island. The order was placed
on the 19th of January and the stamps were delivered on the 22nd. The total cost was 9 Dutch guilders,
approximately US$4.00 (for 5,000 stamps!).
The stamp was designed by Itō Yasuyuki, an interpreter in the Japanese Navy who functioned as a liaison between
the Japanese and the local people. The stamp is inscribed Nippon Gun-sei Kitte, meaning Japan Military Stamp.
The border of each stamp consists of a string of leaves connecting four chrysanthemums in the corners.
1

This uses the current exchange rate for the conversion, that is DFL 2.20 = €1 (fixed conversion in 1999) with a current €1 = US$1.13. I think
this also fairly represents the value of the block today.
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There was only one value, namely 10 sen, which was the postal rate for an ordinary letter. Each stamp is validated
with the red seal of Captain Sawa, commander of the Japanese Navy unit stationed on Flores. This seal was
applied by Itō, not Sawa who had delegated the task. The stamps were printed in sheets of 10 and perforated with
a rather worn perforation comb. They were issued ungummed.
Although 5,000 stamps were delivered, because of the poor perforation, many stamps were defective and
destroyed. All in all, fewer than 50 stamps are known to still exist. The stamps were distributed to 4 post offices
and 2 delivery houses on Flores, as well as to the main post office on the neighboring island of Soemba. They
were on sale for 8 months when they were replaced by the standard Bali anchor stamps at the end of September
1943.
The block of six forms part of the left side of the sheet. At the top of the sheet is handwritten in Dutch “Jap.
postzegels te Ende gedru (kt)” meaning “Japanese postage stamps printed at Ende”. However, we see that the
last word is incomplete. It reads “gedru” and is missing “kt”. As luck would have it, the 7th stamp with the last
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two letters still exists. The story, as told by the son of the owner at the time, is that the 7th stamp was re-purchased
years later at an auction in Amsterdam.
The block also includes the known plate error “broken leaf”, shown at right. This error can
be found on the second stamp from the left in the bottom row. Here the first leaf to the right
of the chrysanthemum is broken.
So, what is the story of this block of six?
It all started when Dr. Pawel Hausmann answered an advertisement calling for medical personnel to go to the
Dutch East Indies. Dr. Hausmann had been born in Lemberg, then part of the Austro-Hungarian Empire (today’s
Lviv in the Ukraine). As a young doctor he found himself in München (Munich) when he saw the ad. There was
a strike of medical personnel in the Dutch East Indies, and the Dutch government was looking for additional
resources. Dr. Hausmann decided to apply, was accepted, and left for the Indies in 1911. It was a good voyage,
if nothing else because he met his future wife, Geertruida Stap, on board the ship. It was also fortuitous for
another reason, when war broke out in Europe in 1939, almost the entire Hausmann family was murdered by the
Nazis.
Dr. Hausmann built up a thriving medical practice in Soerabaja and was an avid philatelist, building up a very
nice stamp collection. However, when the Japanese invaded the Indies, he was interned, and his stamp collection
stolen. Nevertheless, being a doctor, he practised medicine in the camp, and is said to have even managed to
collect some stamps there. After the war, he restarted his practice and soon put together an extensive stamp
collection including a block of eight of the Flores stamp. It is his handwriting in the margin of the block of six.
As times changed in the Indies, Dr. Hausmann returned to Europe and settled in Nice, where he enjoyed the
weather and the casinos.
At some point he needed money, and cut off two of the stamps and sold them. Later he must have sold the
remaining block of six, probably to H.J.H. Van Strieland. Van Strieland was born in Salatiga, Java, and put
together one of the best collections of Japanese occupation stamps. He was also a renowned author and received
the prestigious Costerus Medal in 1950. Before passing away in 1965, Van Strieland lived in Monte Carlo, and
it is quite possible that the two gentlemen, who shared the same philatelic passion, knew each other from the
French Riviera. Be that as it may, what we do now know is that all 6,000+ lots in the 75th Boekema auction,
including the block of six, came from the Van Strieland collection.
Meanwhile, Dr. Robert Hausman, Pawel’s son, saw the block in the auction catalogue and bought it, bringing it
back into the family. It was also he who years later bought the 7th stamp. Dr. Robert Hausman was born in
Takengon, Aceh, and was able to escape from Soerabaja on one of the last ships to leave before the Japanese
invasion. He was an excellent philatelist in his own right, having written several articles for Dai Nippon and in
Japanese Philately, including the famous “The Smoking Typewriter of Ambon Postmaster The Tiong Hao”.(2)
Throughout the years the family kept quiet that they had the block of six, and few knew where it was when Dr.
Robert Hausman passed away in 1991. That was up until recently when Dr. Benson Hausman, Robert’s son, also
a member of Dai Nippon and the International Society for Japanese Philately, showed it to me. So, now we can
all relax that it still exists, and enjoy its magnificence. And for anyone who is interested, this unique piece will
be auctioned by Van Dieten in April 2022.
Many thanks to Toni Lumsden for her contribution to this article.
[Editor’s note: An original version of this article was electronically published in January 2022 by Dai Nippon(3)]
2
Hausman, R., Hiegentlich, B., The “Smoking Typewriter” of Ambon Postmaster The Tiong Hao, Japanese Philately, Volume 46, No. 1,
February 1991 (JP 46/38-57)
3

Dai Nippon is the Dutch/International study group specializing in the philately of the Japanese occupation of the Netherlands Indies. Many
similar articles can be found in the Library section of their website dai-nippon.nl.
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For many, 2020 was a tumultuous
year that brought unprecedented
uncertainties and interruptions to
people’s daily lives. For Japan,
the coronavirus pandemic robbed
the country of its opportunity to
properly showcase and host the
highly anticipated global sporting
event, the Summer Olympic
Games, as well as the once every
ten-year
philatelic
event,
PHILANIPPON. Both events would take place with
limited capacity a year later. Looking at the 2020
Japonica listing, the pandemic’s disruption to global
postal services may have contributed to the reduction
in this listing if the back issues and wallpaper issues are
removed.
Despite the postponement
Games, Belgium, Cyprus,
Zealand went ahead
commemorating the 2020
2020.

of the Summer Olympic
Liechtenstein, and New
and released stamps
Tōkyō Olympics during

Two Latin American countries celebrated their ties
with Japan with stamp issues. Peru was the first Latin
American country to establish diplomatic relations
with Japan. To help westernize the farming industry in
Japan, 790 Japanese farm workers sailed to Peru to
work and learn on sugar plantations in 1899. Although
contracted for four years, many never left. The
Japanese migrant descendants in Peru now number
more than 100,000 people. Peru marked the 120th
anniversary of the first migration, celebrated in 2019,
with a belated S/S issue in 2020 depicting the ship
Sakura Maru and some of the workers it carried.
Paraguay celebrated the centennial of its diplomatic
relations with Japan in 2019 with a S/S that did not
make it to the Japonica listing last year.
Other notable issues in the 2020 Japonica listing
included two women who prominently represented
their respective diaspora communities through their
work in art and literature. Armenia honored Diana
Apcar with a postage stamp. Apcar promoted the
plight of Armenian people and raised global awareness
of the Armenian genocide in the Ottoman empire
through her writings. She and her husband moved to
Japan in 1891 to establish their import/export business.

When the short-lived First
Republic of Armenia (19181920) declared independence,
Japan became one of the first
nations to recognize it largely
through Apcar’s lobbying efforts.
She was appointed Honorary
Consul to Japan representing the
new republic.
The United States Postal Service
issued a set of 10 stamps featuring Ruth Asawa’s
pioneering works in wired sculpture.
Born in
California to Japanese immigrant parents, Asawa, a US
citizen, was made to live in the Japanese internment
camps during World War II where she spent most of
her free time painting and drawing. She began to
experiment with wires and sculpting techniques while
studying at the Black Mountain College in Asheville,
North Carolina in the late 1940s. Abstract forms
constructed from interweaving lines became her
signature style. Her publicly commissioned works can
be found throughout the San Francisco area, including
the Origami fountains in Japantown and the Japanese
American Internment Memorial in San Jose.
As the world struggles to recover under the shadow of
the COVID variants, I’m reminded of Ruth Asawa’s
positive reflection of her internment experience:
“Sometimes good comes through adversity.” The
pandemic lockdowns have generated renewed interests
in our hobby and provided spare time to focus on
existing and new philatelic pursuits. Happy stamp
collecting!
The 2020 listing
The following list of Japan-related stamps issued
through the end of 2020 and not previously reported in
this column continues the chronicle of Japonica new
issues that last appeared at JP 76/9-12. Scott Catalogue
numbers are shown for all issues. An asterisk * after
the catalogue number indicates that the stamp is part of
a larger set. In the listings on page 8, items with a tinted
background are illustrated on page 9. Additions and
corrections are certainly welcome, and should be sent
to the author (blue_forest@yahoo.com, or 17927
Avalon Point Ct, Cypress TX 77429-5267 USA).
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Country
Armenia
Belgium
Bosnia & Herzegovina
(Croat Administration)
Bulgaria
Cyprus

Djibouti

Gambia

Date of
Issue

Scott
Catalogue
Number

2020.11.23
2020.06.15

1233
2915

Diana Apcar, Honorary Consul to Japan
2020 Tōkyō Summer Olympics

2020.04.06

410

Jūdō

2020.12.11
2020.03.19
2020.02.27
2020.03.13

2020.12.30

4957
1330-3
1991-4a, 1995
2056-9a, 2060
2067*, 2068*,
2070
2349, 2358

2020.09.30

3872-3

2020.09.30

2020.03.13

Liberia

2020.03.26

Liechtenstein

2020.06.02

3883
3383a*,
3397b*
1812-3

2017.06.21

3966

New Caledonia
New Zealand
Paraguay

2018.03.15
2018.03.15
2020.07.17
2020.10.07
2019.12.18

4058a-d, 4073
4060d*
1266
2934-9a
3122

Peru

2020.01.29

1996

2017.05.08
2017.07.20
2017.07.20
2017.07.20
2018.06.29
2018.07.27
2018.09.28
2018.11.30
2018.12.28

3320-4
3388a*
3390d*
3399
4832c*
4872, 4892
4966d*
5063. 5083
5105, 5123

Singapore

2020.09.12

2040*

Switzerland
United Nations
(New York)
United Nations
(Geneva)
United Nations
(Vienna)
United States

2020.03.05

1750
1236, 1236a,
1236b
684, 684a,
684b
659, 659a,
659b
5504-13

Maldive Islands

St. Thomas & Prince
Islands

Sierra Leone

2020.03.19
2020.03.19
2020.03.19
2020.08.13

Description

Chess pieces (samurai on S/S selvage)
2020 Tōkyō Summer Olympics
Launch of first Japanese satellite Ōsumi
75th anniversary of Battle of Okinawa
Volcanoes: Mt. Aso, Sakurajima, Fuji.
Shinkansen high speed trains
Maneki Neko (Japanese waving cat
figurine)
Japanese raccoon dog
Shinkansen series E6 and H5
2020 Tōkyō Summer Olympics
Tama, the Japanese dog, painting by
Manet
Japanese Trains
Professional golfer Matsuyama Hideki
Pôle Espoir Judo League
2020 Tōkyō Summer Olympics
Centennial diplomatic relations with Japan
120th anniversary of Japanese emigration
to Peru
Shinkansen high speed trains
Volcano Mt. Ontake
Tezuka Osamu, animator of Astro Boy
Shiba Inu dog
Japanese battleship Yamato
Shinkansen high speed trains
Japanese WWII navy bomber Aichi D3A
Japanese spacecrafts
Japanese high speed trains
75th anniversary end of WWII, Japanese
signing surrender documents
Japanese beetle (Scarabée japonais)
Hello Kitty
Hello Kitty
Hello Kitty
Ruth Asawa, sculptor
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2021.9.8
World of Arts Series, Set 3
by Kenneth J. Bryson
This is the third set of the stamp series titled “World of Arts”. Each set in
this ongoing series will feature different works of art pertaining to a color
theme. The theme of this third set is “The World of Green”.
The issue comprises two sheets of self-adhesive stamps, consisting
respectively of ten ¥63 designs and ten ¥84 designs by Kusuda Yūji, with
editorial advice and supervision provided by Takagishi Akira.(1) The
individual sheet measurements are 187.0 x 86.0 mm (¥63 sheet) and 187.0
x 127.0 mm (¥84 sheet). The twenty designs have a mixture of different
shapes and sizes, as referenced within the table below. The arrangement of
the designs can be seen from the sheet format diagrams. 800,000 copies of
the ¥63 sheet and 2,000,000 copies of the ¥84 sheets were printed in 6 offset
inks by the Toppan Printing Company.

¥63 Sheet

¥84 Sheet

Shape

Size, mm

Design

Shape

Size, mm

rectangle
rectangle
rectangle
rectangle
rectangle
rectangle
rectangle
rectangle
rectangle
rectangle

25.0 x 28.0
25.0 x 28.0
25.0 x 28.0
26.5 x 27.0
22.0 x 31.5
23.0 x 31.5
23.0 x 31.5
23.0 x 32.5
23.0 x 31.5
28.5 x 27.0

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

irregular
rectangle
rectangle
rectangle
rectangle
rectangle
irregular
rectangle
rectangle
rectangle

27.5 x 36.0
38.5 x 25.5
37.0 x 27.0
34.0 x 31.0
31.5 x 36.0
34.0 x 35.5
32.0 x 33.0
30.5 x 38.0
38.5 x 27.0
30.0 x 34.5

No descriptive inscriptions appear on the designs themselves, but underneath or beside each stamp is a detailed
description of the work it portrays and the name of its producer. The descriptive notes below are based on a
number of sources, including but not limited to Wikipedia and the descriptions included in the Japan Post
announcement for this issue.
Designs 1, 2, 3, 6 and 9 in both sheets are taken from the same respective artwork. Also, design 5 in the ¥63 sheet
and design 7 in the ¥84 sheet are from the same artwork. Similarly, design 7 in the ¥63 sheet and design 5 in the
¥84 sheet are from the same artwork. The descriptions for each of these seven works are jointly presented within
the ¥63 sheet listing, beginning on page 12. The ¥84 sheet descriptions are therefore limited to the three works
that are unique to the sheet, beginning on page 15.

1

Associate Professor, at the Tōkyō University Graduate School of Humanities and Social Services.
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¥63 sheet
¥63 Design 1 (and ¥84 Design 1)
Three-Color Jar with Design of Prunus Flowers (Detail)
This jar is decorated in a style called Sancai in
Mandarin, meaning “three colors”, which
originated in Tang dynasty China in the 7th
century, and dates from that period. It is
characterized by a free-flowing application of
transparent glazes, generally in green, amber
(brown) and white, sometimes also with blue,
on a white earthenware body. This piece
features a resist pattern of prunus blossoms,
which show up as white accents against the
colored glaze background. (Image source:
TNM Image Archives, Tokyo National
Museum)

¥63 Design 2 (and ¥84 Design 2)
Folding Screen with Sun, Moon, and Scenery of the Four Seasons (Detail)
This detail is taken from one of a
pair of six-panel folding screens
(byōbu) housed at the Amanosan
Kongōji temple in Osaka
Prefecture. While their exact age
is uncertain, they are believed to
date from the Muromachi period
(15th and 16th centuries). The
panel from which this detail is
taken features highly stylized
mountain forms rising out of a
tumultuous sea beneath a sun painted in gold, combining more traditional Japanese painting conventions with a
bold decorative touch.
¥63 Design 3 (and ¥84 Design 3)
Folding Screen with Design of Mountain Stream in Summer and Autumn by Suzuki Kiitsu (Detail)

Suzuki Kiitsu (1796-1858) studied
under Sakai Hōitsu (1761-1829),
who is known for having revived
the highly decorative and semiabstract painting style (Rinpa) of
Ogata Kōrin (1658-1716). (Nezu
Art Museum collection)
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¥63 Design 4
“Road” by Higashiyama Kaii

The subject of this simple, almost abstract painting by Higashiyama Kaii
(1908-1999), first exhibited in 1950, is a country road in the vicinity of
Tanezashi Beach on the northern coast of the island of Honshu. Its luminous
depiction of an unremarkable but peaceful scene appealed strongly to its
viewers during the difficult years after the end of the Pacific War and launched
his reputation as one of Japan’s foremost post-war painters. (Image source:
MOMAT/DNPartcom, Tokyo National Museum)

¥63 Design 5 (and ¥84 Design 7)
Oribe Style Incense Burner with Lion-shaped Finial (Detail)

Modeled on a Ming dynasty celadon
incense burner, this representative product
of the Oribe kilns in Mino province (Gifu
Prefecture) bears a votive inscription dated
with the equivalent of the year 1612 AD.
A deep, translucent green glaze covers its
body and the rather whimsical lion-shaped
knob on its lid. (Image source: TNM
Image
Archives,
Tokyo
National
Museum)

¥63 Design 6 (and ¥84 Design 6)
“Brindled Cat” by Takeuchi Seihō (Detail)

Born in Kyōto at the end of the Edo
period, Takeuchi Seihō (1864-1942)
was trained in the realistic MaruyamaShijō style of Japanese painting and
became a leading figure in that city’s
art world. A trip to Europe in 1900
introduced him to western painting
styles, the influence of which can be
seen in this painting of a cat whose
intense green-eyed gaze transfixes the
viewer.
(Yamatane Art Museum
collection)
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¥63 Design 7 (and ¥84 Design 5)
“A Tour of Waterfalls Around the Country –
Oku-Amida Falls on the Kiso Road” by Katsushika Hokusai (Detail)
Hokusai (1760-1849) is perhaps best
known for his series of prints titled
“Thirty-Six Views of Mount Fuji”, which
includes the internationally iconic “The
Great Wave off Kanagawa” and other
widely recognized and reproduced scenes
that have appeared on numerous Japanese
stamps. The print depicted in this design
comes from a series of eight views
produced between 1830 and 1837
portraying dramatic waterfalls around
Japan, exemplifying Hokusai’s lifelong
interest in landscapes and especially the
countless effects of still and moving
water.
(Image source: DNPartcom,
Sumida Hokusai Art Museum)
¥63 Design 8
“Needlework” by Kuroda Seiki

Kuroda Seiki (Viscount Kuroda Kiyoteru, 1866-1924) was an early practitioner of
European Neo-impressionist painting in Japan, having studied under Raphaël
Collin in Paris between 1884 and 1893, becoming an important figure in art
education and cultural policy. Painted in 1890 while Kuroda was living with a
family in the outskirts of Paris, this portrait of his host’s daughter intent on her
needlework glows with light from the window that illuminates the room with soft
reflections from the green outdoors. (Collection of Ishibashi Foundation Artizon
Museum, Tokyo

¥63 Design 9 (and ¥84 Design 9)
“Daubigny’s Garden” by Vincent Van Gogh (Detail)
Van Gogh (1853-1890) was a
lifelong admirer of the work of
the celebrated landscape painter
Charles-François
Daubigny,
whose home was in Auvers-surOise, France. When Van Gogh
arrived in the village, he
immediately went to visit
Daubigny's home and made a
total of three paintings of the
garden, at least one of which he is
said to have painted on a tea towel
covered with lead-white painter’s pigments mixed with red because he lacked a
canvas at the time. The paintings were made in Auvers between May and July 1890, during the last few months
of his life. (Collection of Hiroshima Museum of Art)
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¥63 Design 10
“Eve in the Garden of Eden” by Henri Rousseau
Henri Julien Félix Rousseau (1844-1910) was a French Post-impressionist
painter known for the naïve or “primitive” manner of his work. Nicknamed
“Douanier Rousseau” from his career as a customs official and ridiculed
during his lifetime, he has come to be recognized as a self-taught genius
whose works are of high artistic merit. Along with more conventional
landscapes and portraits, all of which bear the stamp of his naïve approach,
he painted numerous scenes of fantasy or allegory, often set in exotic and
imaginary landscapes. “Eve in the Garden of Eden”, painted in 1890, is one
such work and depicts Eve as a solitary figure surrounded by the lush dense
greenery of the primeval garden of Eden. She picks a flower, perhaps
wondering at the beauty of a world she has just discovered at the dawn of
creation. (Image source: DNPartcom, Pola Museum)
¥84 sheet
As explained on page 10, seven of the designs in this sheet depict the same works that appear in designs from the
¥63 sheet. Descriptions of those designs appear with their corresponding ¥63 designs, beginning on page 12. The
descriptions below apply to the three art works that are unique to the ¥84 sheet.
¥84 Design 4
“Echoes of Green” by Higashiyama Kaii

This painting, executed in 1982, was created at a pond called
Mishagaike in Nagano Prefecture, an area that inspired many of his
works. A single white horse walks along the shore of the pond against
an almost abstract forest backdrop painted in jewel-like tones of green,
all reflected in the still waters of the foreground. (Collection of
Higashiyama Kaii Museum / Nagano Prefectural Museum of Art)

¥84 Design 8
“Ducklings” by John Everett Millais
Sir John Everett Millais (1829-1896) showed prodigious artistic talent at
an early age and in 1840 became the youngest ever student admitted to the
Royal Academy art school. In 1848 he was a founding member of the PreRaphaelite Brotherhood, arguably the most important artistic movement
in 19th century Britain. In the 1880s Millais was heralded for his
portraiture, and his skillful depiction of the human form particularly shone
in the illustration of gentle children, in line with the tastes of the Victorian
age. The painting does not portray a specific child, but rather the
combination of the ducklings in the foreground and the little girl in
midground is thought to make it an allegorical genre scene. (Collection of the National Museum of Western Art.
Image source: NMWA / DNPartcom)
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¥84 Design 10
“Water Lily Pond” by Claude Monet
Claude Monet (1840-1926) is best known as one of the founders of
Impressionist painting, exploring the changing effects of ambient light on
subjects in nature such as the series of “haystacks” painted at various times
of day and under different weather conditions (see design 9 in Set 1 of this
series at JP 75/144). In his later years he retired to his estate at Giverny,
where he created some of his most famous works depicting the peonies,
water lilies and other features of his garden pond. (Image source: Pola
Museum / DNPartcom)

First-day cancellations: The officially designated
first-day post offices were Tōkyō Central and
Nihonbashi. Examples of first-day datestamps applied
are shown. The framed (hand) datestamp, left, depicts
the incense burner with the lion finial from ¥84 design
7, while the unframed (machine) datestamp, right,
depicts the three-color glazed jar from ¥84 design 1.

———

———

2021.9.24
Establishment of Japan-Uruguay Diplomatic Relations - 100th Anniversary
Japan established diplomatic relations with Uruguay in 1921. During World War II
Uruguay severed the relations, but these were re-established in 1952. Uruguay issued a
stamp on 2001.9.24 commemorating the 80th anniversary of diplomatic relations between
the two countries (see JP 58/29 and the illustration at right), but this is the first time that
the relationship has been acknowledged by Japan with a philatelic issue.
This issue comprises ten ¥84 designs by Yamada Yasuko in six offset inks. The first four designs were based on
original photographs supplied by Mónica Chaves Altez (Design 1), Enzo Gonzalo Vignoli Moreno (Design 2),
Evangelina Espiga (Design 3), and Maria Inés Travieso Rios. All the designs are rectangular in shape with some
differences in size. The different sizes consist of 29.5 x 36.0 mm (Design 1), 40.0 x 26.0 mm (Design 2), 37.5 x
28.0 mm (Designs 3 and 4), and 24.0 x 32.0 mm (Designs 5-10). A total of 900,000 copies of each design were
printed in sheets of 10 measuring 86.0 x 160.0 mm by Joh. Enschedé Stamps.
All of the designs depict scenes of Uruguay, with a focus on the country’s scenery and culture. Each of the
designs is inscribed with the words “100th Anniversary of the Establishment of Japan-Uruguay Diplomatic
Relations” in both Japanese and English. The individual design names do not appear on the sheet and have been
derived from the Japan Post announcement.
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Design 1 - Palacio Salvo
One of the most iconic symbols of Uruguay’s
capital city Montevideo, the Palacio Salvo
(Salvo Palace) is located in the Plaza
Independencia. Finished in 1928, it stands 95
meters in height and for a brief period was the
highest building in Latin America. Named
after the Salvo Brothers, who bought the site,
the building was originally intended to be a
hotel, but has never been used for that
purpose. Today it is occupied by a mixture
of offices and private residencias.
Design 2 - Uruguay landscape
Depicting the seaside city of Piriápolis on
southern Uruguay’s Atlantic coast. One of
the country’s earliest resorts, it’s known for
its belle époque-style buildings, like the
waterfront Argentino Hotel.
Although
Piriápolis predates the better-known and
more popular resort town of Punta del Este, it
is still an important summer resort.
Design 3 - Casapueblo
Casapueblo is a building constructed by the
Uruguayan abstract artist Carlos Páez Vilaró.
It is located in the small coastal resort of
Punta Ballena. Casapueblo began in 1958 as
a wooden box, which was expanded to
become the artist’s first atelier. Páez Vilaró
added to the building in stages to resemble
the mud nests created by the region’s native
homero birds. The sprawling compound was
constantly added to in “unpredictable ways”,
eventually becoming a thirteen-story citadel
of whitewashed cement and stucco.
Design 4 - Colonia del Sacramento
Colonia del Sacramento is a city in
southwestern Uruguay, lying across the Rio
de La Plata (La Plata River) from Buenos
Aires. It is known for its cobblestoned Barrio
Histórico, lined with buildings from its time as a Portuguese settlement. This
historic quarter of the city was inscribed on UNESCO’s World Heritage List in
1995, one of only three Uruguayan entries on that list.
Design 5 - Maté “Tea”
Maté is a traditional caffeine-rich drink. It is made from the infusion of yerba maté
(dehydrated and shredded leaves of the Ilex paraguariensis shrub) and drinking it is
one of the more emblematic and common traditions of Uruguayan society. It is
traditionally imbibed through a metal straw made of silver, known as a bombilla.
The container the maté is served in is also known as a “maté”, which is commonly
made from a calabash gourd.
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Design 6 - Tero
This design depicts a tero, the national bird of Uruguay. Known elsewhere by its common English name of
southern lapwing (Vanellus chileneis), the tero is a wader that feeds mainly on insects and other small
invertebrates. Due to its bold and pugnacious nature it has become the namesake and mascot of the Uruguay
national rugby union team, Los Teros.
Design 7 - Thriving agriculture and livestock
Uruguay is a major producer of primary industries. Internet sources quote that Uruguay’s major exports are beef,
rice, wheat, soybeans and wool. The website of Japan’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MOFA) notes that Uruguay’s
principal exports to Japan are wool and soybeans.
Design 8 - Carnival
Although the Japan Post announcement describes this design merely as “carnival”, there seems little doubt that is
shows a scene from the annual Uruguayan Carnival, which takes place each year from mid-January to late
February. It involves a series of cultural events including dance parades in the streets accompanied by musicians
playing candombe music on drums shaped like barrels, called tamboriles.
Design 9 - Gaucho
A much-revered folk hero in both Uruguay and neighboring Argentina is the gaucho, the nomadic and colorful
horseman of the pampas (grasslands), who is still an integral figure in the beef cattle ranching areas of these two
countries. The stamp design which shows a gaucho carrying a Uruguayan flag astride a prancing horse, was most
probably based on an image captured at a carnival rather than how he is usually portrayed.
Design 10 - Children playing soccer
Association football, more commonly known as simply football or soccer, is a passion amongst the population of
Uruguay. People wonder how a country of just over 3 million people can continue to develop top soccer talent,
the national team having won the FIFA World Cup twice and an Olympic gold medal twice. A lot has to do with
the grassroots development that the country undertakes, starting with the youth soccer program for 5-13 year-olds
called “Baby Futbol”.
Sheet Background
The sheet’s upper left margin shows the official 100th anniversary logo (right).
First-day cancellations
The officially designated first-day post offices were Tōkyō Central and Nihonbashi. Examples of first-day
datestamps (both LCDs) applied are shown. The framed (hand) datestamp, below left, depicts the tero as pictured
in Design 6, while the unframed (machine) datestamp, below right, shows the gaucho on horseback, the subject
of Design 9.
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2021.10.1
JAMSTEC 50th anniversary
This stamp issue commemorates the 50th
anniversary of the founding of the Japan
Agency for Marine-Earth Science and
Technology (JAMSTEC). The agency
was founded as the Japan Marine Science
and Technology Center in October 1971,
adopting its present name in April 2004.
Its main objectives are to enhance marine
science and technology standards, and
contribute to the development of
academic research by conducting
fundamental research and development
on the oceans and other related tasks.
Its website notes that the Japanese
government formulated the Basic Act on
Ocean Policy in 2007, which emphasized
the importance of establishing a new
maritime nation seeking the peace and
safety of the sea under international
cooperation. JAMSTEC sees its role in
supporting the achievement of this goal
will come through developing new
scientific and technological capabilities
which contribute to the sustainable
development,
and
responsible
maintenance, of a peaceful and fulfilling
global society.
This issue consists of a sheet (90.0 x 187.0
mm) of ten self-adhesive stamps
comprising five ¥84 designs arranged in 2
x 5 pattern.
Overall design was
undertaken by Tamaki Akira with
JAMSTEC providing supervision and
advice. Designs 1 and 2 are rectangular in
shape with respective measurements of
37.5 x 20.0 mm and 39.0 x 24.5 mm,
whereas Designs 3-5 are
all circular in shape with a
common diameter of 30.0
mm. A total of 1,400,000
copies of each design
were printed in six offset
inks by Philaposte.
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Although the titles of the designs do not appear on the individual stamps, the Japan Post announcement provided
some very descriptive information of what each design portrays.
Design 1
Natsushima and Yokosuka
This design depicts two of the vessels that JAMSTEC has utilized over the
years. The vessel depicted on top is the Natsushima, which began operating
in 1981 as a support ship for Shinkai 2000, a manned deep sea research
submersible. Following the retirement of Shinkai 2000 in 2002, Natsushima
was modified to provide other support ship and marine research activities,
eventually retiring from service in 2016. The other vessel shown in the
stamp design is the Yokosuka, a support mother ship for the manned
submersible Shinkai 6500, capable of diving to depths of 6,500 m.
Design 2
Chikyū
Completed in July 2005, the deep-sea drilling vessel Chikyū features the
most advanced drilling capabilities in the world (to a depth of 7,000 m
below the seafloor). With these capabilities, Chikyū has been able to drill
through the earth’s crust and reach the mantle, which has never been
explored before. This exploration is helping to open the door to gain a
better understanding between global-scale environmental change and
mantle processes.
Design 3
Shinkai 2000
The Design 1 description above mentions Shinkai 2000, which was a manned
research submersible capable of diving to depths of 2,000 m. It was constructed
in 1981 as Japan’s first full-fledged manned submersible for deep-sea research.
After playing a huge role in the rapid progress of this research for more than two
decades, Shinkai 2000 finished its last and 1,411th dive on 11 November 2002. It
stopped operation after this mission, and is now preserved and on permanent
display at the Enoshima Aquarium in Fujisawa, Kanagawa Prefecture.

Design 4
Jinbei and Yumeiruka
Jinbei and Yumeiruka are the names of two of JAMSTEC’s more newly developed
and constructed types of remotely operated autonomous underwater vehicle
(AUV). Jinbei was developed for earth science research and can navigate
underwater at relatively high speed to conduct research over a wide area.
Yumeiruka, a portmanteau word consisting of yume (dream) and iruka (dolphin),
was developed for ocean floor resources exploration. It was designed to explore
hydrothermal mineral deposits and other area of complex topography.
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Design 5
Shinkai 6500
This design depicts Shinkai 6500, a manned research submersible capable of diving
to depths of 6,500 m, over 3 times the maximum depth of the Shinkai 2000 that it
eventually replaced. In 1991, Shinkai 6500 began its mission to study seafloor
topography and research deep-sea organisms in the Pacific, Atlantic, and Indian
Oceans, as well as the seas around Japan. The inhabitable space of Shinkai 6500
is in the pressure hull that has an internal diameter of 2.0 m. This space can
accommodate two pilots and one researcher during research surveys.
Sheet Background
Besides providing details of the stamp designs, the Japan Post announcement identifies the three small selfadhesive seals relevant to the sheet’s subject, as well as other features of the sheet background. A large number
of Japan Post’s stamp sheets have incorporated such adhesive seals, but this is the first time that we can recall
their identification (although many have been identifiable) being provided. The seals and their sheet positions
(shown as three small red areas on the sheet diagram, page 19) consist of:
Left of Design 3 - Urashima
This depicts the autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV) Urashima developed and operated
since 1998.
Right of Design 4 - Argo Float
This is an example of an “Argo float”, or autonomous drifting buoy. Argo floats move up and down in
the ocean from the sea surface to a depth of 2,000 m measuring water temperature and salinity.
Approximately 4,000 Argo floats are monitoring oceans across the world. (N.B. besides this selfadhesive seal, there are 3 other Argo floats depicted on the stamp sheet).
Below and between Design 5’s - Kaikō
Kaikō is a world-class remotely operated vehicle that can dive to depths of 7,000 m. It consists of
two parts, Launcher and Vehicle. The vehicle is depicted in this self-adhesive seal, while the
launcher is depicted directly above it forming part of the sheet background.

First-day post offices: The officially designated first-day post offices were Tōkyō Central and Nihonbashi.
Examples of the first-day datestamps are shown. The framed (hand) datestamp, below left, depicts Shinkai 6500
as shown in Design 5, while the unframed (machine) datestamp, below right, pictures detail from the deep sea
drilling vessel Chikyū shown in Design 2.
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2021.10.8
International Letter-Writing Week
International Letter-Writing Week (ILWW) was initiated in 1957 by the Universal Postal Union. In October
1958, Japan began issuing ILWW (kokusai buntsū shūkan or 国際文通週間) stamps each year, mostly showing
works of art. This year Japan Post has participated in providing two separate stamp issues to commemorate the
ILWW, one is the traditional domestic issue, and the other is a joint issue (see page 24) made in partnership with
La Poste, France’s national postal service provider.
Domestic issue
This year’s ILWW issue consists of five separate stamps that each have a different denomination. The larger
three respectively pay the foreign airmail letter rate to Zone 1 (¥90), Zone 2 (¥110), and Zone 3 (¥130). Of the
smaller two designs, the one with a denomination of ¥70 pays the foreign airmail postcard rate, while the ¥7 stamp
makes up the difference between the cost of a domestic postcard and the foreign airmail postcard rate. All five
designs are based on woodblock prints by Katsushika Hokusai (1760-1849).
The 2021 ILWW designs by Tamaki Akira were printed in 5 gravure inks by the National Printing Bureau. The
key characteristics are:
Denomination

¥7
¥70
¥90
¥110
¥130

Design size, mm

Sheet layout

21.5 x 25.5

Sheet size, mm
129.0 x 76.5

10 (5x2)
38.5 x 28.0

222.5 x 93.5

Issue quantity

3,000,000
3,000,000
3,000,000
3,000,000
3,000,000

Design descriptions

The ¥7 and ¥70 designs individually depict separate
detail from the same Hokusai woodblock print titled
“Hawfinch and Marvel-of-Peru”.
It is generally
acknowledged that Hokusai produced this print in 1834.

The designs for the ¥90, ¥110, and ¥130 stamps all depict prints from Hokusai’s famous series titled “36 Views
of Mt. Fuji”. A number of these views have been the subjects of Japanese stamps in the past, including some
International Letter-Writing Week issues.
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The ¥90 design is from a print titled “Hongan Temple at Asakusa
in Edo”. This print shows a number of workmen on the Honganji
(Temple of the Original Vow) rooftop in the right foreground
undertaking repairs. Mt. Fuji can clearly be seen in the
background through the clouds. A kite appears high in the sky in
the middle of the print and what appears to be a temporary wooden
drum tower is being erected at the left.

The ¥110 design is from a print titled “Honjō Tatekawa” and
depicts a scene in Honjō, a district in present day Sumida City
noted for its lumberyards. The scene depicts such a yard next to
Tatekawa (Tate River). Cut pieces of lumber are bundled and
stacked along the wooden frame that holds the uncut lumber.
Houses line the opposite shore of the Tatekawa, with the peak of
Mt. Fuji in the distance at upper right.

The ¥130 design is from a print titled “Sunset across the Ryōgoku
Bridge from the bank of the Sumida River at Onmaya
Embankment.” This print shows a ferry crowded with passengers
as it leaves the Onmaya embankment. Beyond the Ryōgoku
Bridge, the peak of Mt. Fuji can be seen as the sun sets, flooding
the sky with light under the evening sky.

First-day post offices
The officially designated first-day post offices were Tōkyō Central and Nihonbashi. The hand (framed)
datestamp, below left, depicts the kite and Mt. Fuji in the ¥90 design, while the unframed (machine) datestamp,
below right, shows the portion of the ¥130 design that depicts the ferry boat in the foreground with Mt. Fuji in
the far background.
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Joint issue with La Poste
As noted in the first paragraph on page 22,
besides the traditional domestic issue of
stamps to commemorate International
Letter-Writing Week, Japan Post has
additionally undertaken a commemorative
joint issue in partnership with La Poste,
France’s national postal service provider.
Japan Post released its contribution on 8
October 2021, in an issue consisting of two
¥70 designs (25.0 x 31.0 mm) by Tamaki Akira. The designs were arranged in sheets of 10 (84.0 x 200.0 mm) as
five horizontal se-tenant pairs. Design 1 depicts a La Poste mailbox (in yellow) and Design 2 pictures a Japan
Post mailbox (in red). In all, 300,000 sheets of stamps bearing a “Musée de la Poste” (Postal Museum) copyright
were printed in 5 offset inks by Philaposte.
La Poste issue
For its part in the joint stamp issue La Poste issued a similar sheet,
left, on 11 October 2021. It comprised the same two designs in a 10stamp sheet but arranged as five alternating se-tenant pairs.
Design 1 with the La Poste mailbox has a denomination of €1.50,
which pays the French standard (up to 20 g) international letter rate,
while Design 2, depicting the Japan Post mailbox, has a
denomination of €1.28, the domestic priority letter rate.
The sheet measurements (84.0 x 200.0 mm) are the same as the Japan
Post sheet as are the design dimensions of 25.0 x 31.0 mm. One item
of difference is the fact that the La Poste issue acknowledges Valerie
Bessér as the designer of the French mailbox stamp. This no doubt
means that she should also be acknowledged as the designer of the
French mailbox in the Japanese issue, although no mention of this is
made in the Japan Post announcement, where the design of both
mailboxes was solely attributed to Tamaki Akira.
In addition, La Poste accompanied the joint stamp issue with a
miniature sheet, below, which contains one copy of each of the
French stamp designs. At the moment we have only limited data
about this sheet, but hopefully we may find out more about not only
it but also the entire La Poste contribution to this joint-stamp issue
to share with readers in an upcoming issue of JP.
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2021.10.13
Natural Landscapes Series, Set 1
Japan Post issued two sheets of ten greeting stamps on 2021.1.12
consisting of photographs of attractive natural landscapes. Our
coverage of that issue was published at JP 76/48-49. This initiative
must have been well received by the public, as Japan Post has
followed it up with this first set of a series of special stamps with the
same theme.
The issue consists of a sheet (67.5 x 187.0 mm) of selfadhesive stamps comprising ten ¥84 designs arranged in a 2
x 5 format. Overall responsibility for all 10 designs (25.0 x
25.0 mm) was undertaken by Kaifuchi Junko. 2,500,000
copies of the sheet were printed in 6 offset inks by the
Toppan Printing Co.
The titles of the designs do not appear on the stamps themselves, but
in the margins of each sheet adjacent to their respective stamps. The
prefecture (in brackets) in which each landscape is located is also
provided. We have listed this information below together with the
name of the photographer to which each design is attributed.
First-day post offices: The officially designated first-day post
offices were Tōkyō Central and Nihonbashi. Examples of the firstday pictorial datestamps are shown below. The framed (hand)
datestamp, left, pictures the scene of sunset over Sukumo Bay in
Design 9, while the unframed (machine) datestamp, right, depicts
waterfall clouds at Shiori Pass, the subject of Design 2.

Design

Subject

Prefecture

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Margin

Sea of clouds and autumn leaves seen from Onyū Pass
Waterfall clouds seen from the Shiori Pass
Pampas grass fields at Sengokuhara
Cosmos field at the Hamarikyū Gardens
Nabegataki water curtain
Senjugahama at Lake Chūzenji
Autumn leaves reflected on the river at Kōrankei
Jōdogahama strange rock formation
Sunset over Sukumo Bay
Dawn at Matsushima in winter
Autumn leaves in Biei

Shiga
Niigata
Kanagawa
Tōkyō
Kumamoto
Tochigi
Aichi
Iwate
Kōchi
Miyagi
Hokkaidō

Photographer

Masahiro Danrin
Nawate Hideki
Yamanashi Katsuhiro
Mikoda Tomoko
Hoshino Shigeru
Ogawa Kazuo
Gotō Masami
Tanaka Yukio
Yamaguchi Hiroyuki
Goshima Kenji
Kumada Yoshihiro
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2021.10.20
Hospitality Flowers
Series, Set 17
This is the 17th set of a series
depicting what Japan Post
refers to as omotenashi or
“hospitality”
flowers.
Omotenashi
means
“to
entertain guests”, but it carries
nuances of thoughtful, warmhearted care and Japan Post’s
intention for selecting it as the
name for this series is that
stamps sent on postcards or
letters will convey a similar
type of thoughtfulness to the
addressee.
This issue consists of two
sheets of 10 (2 x 5) selfadhesive stamps, respectively
comprising five ¥63 and five
¥84 designs arranged as
horizontal pairs. The designs
by Nakamaru Hitomi(1) measure
18.5 x 22.5 mm each and the
dimensions of each sheet are
67.5 x 187.0 mm. A total of 1.6
million of each of the ¥63
designs and 7.0 million of each
of the ¥84 designs were printed
in 5 offset inks by the Toppan
Printing Co.

The design inscriptions and their translations appear below. For each sheet, a repetitive sequence of small pictorial
depictions of Designs 1-5 appears down both the left and right margins.

¥63 Sheet

1

¥84 Sheet

Inscription

Translation

Design

Inscription

Translation

Ume
Kiku
Tsubaki
Suisen
Bara

Plum Blossom
Chrysanthemum
Camellia
Narcissus
Rose

1
2
3
4
5

Biora
Shikuramen
Mitsumata
Poinsechia
Bara

Viola
Cyclamen
Mitsumata
Poinsettia
Rose

As was the case with the previous sets in this series and in the 2011-2013 Seasonal Flowers Series, both Iitsuka Katsumi and Murata Jin
are acknowledged as advisory editors. Iitsuka Katsumi is the executive director of the Japan Association of Botanical Gardens, and Murata
Jin is a professor on the faculty of the Botanical Gardens at the Tōkyō University Graduate School of Science.
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First-day post offices
The officially designated first-day post offices were
Tōkyō Central and Nihonbashi. The framed (hand)
datestamp, left, depicts a slightly different version of
the cyclamen shown in Design 2 of the ¥84 sheet, while
the unframed (machine) datestamp, right, shows a
slightly different version of the narcissus depicted in
Design 4 of the ¥63 sheet.
———

———

2021.11.11
Delicious Japan, Set 3
Nagoya
by Kenneth J. Bryson
This issue marks the third set of the series titled Oishī Nippon (“Delicious Japan”). The first set, issued on
2020.1.15, covered food from Fukuoka Prefecture and the second set, issued on 2020.11.11, reported on food
from Sapporo in Hokkaidō. This third set features food from Nagoya, the capital of Aichi Prefecture.
This issue comprises two sheets of 10 self-adhesive stamps, respectively comprising ten ¥63 and ten ¥84 designs
by Yoshikawa Ayumi with editorial advice and supervision provided by Higashiyotsuyanagi Shōko, Associate
Professor, Faculty of Food Culture, Baika Women’s University, and the editorial department of BRUTUS, a
Japanese lifestyle magazine. The ¥63 sheet is based on specialty products that one can find in Nagoya. The ¥84
sheet on the other hand is not limited solely to Nagoya, focusing as well on other dishes for which Aichi Prefecture
is famous.
As has been the case over recent
years with the annual Letter
Writing Day issue, these sheets are
what philatelists would call a
stamp booklet (¥63 shown at left;
¥84 shown at right). They are
made of card quality stock and as
the accompanying illustrations
show, they each come with a
scored line allowing them to be
easily folded and placed in one’s
pocket, purse, wallet, etc.
The ten designs in the ¥63 sheet (93.5 x 135.0 mm), shown at left, are all square in
shape and each measure 25.5 x 25.5 mm. By contrast, the designs in the ¥84 sheet
(187.0 x 67.5 mm), shown above right, are all circles with individual diameters of 27.0
mm. The designs are numbered in accordance with their respective sheet layout
diagram. A total of 800,000 copies of each of the ¥63 designs and 2,000,000 copies
of each of the ¥84 designs were printed in 6 offset inks by Joh. Enschedé Stamps.
No descriptive information about the designs appears on the ¥63 stamps or their sheet.
The design names of the ¥84 stamps are written on their sheet background adjacent to
the respective stamps. The descriptions on pages 28 and 29 have been sourced from
the Japan Post announcement with some help from various Japanese websites.
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¥63 sheet
Design

Description

1

Fried shrimp sandwich, iced coffee
Iron Plate Napolitan
(spaghetti on a cast iron griddle)
Shiro-Noir, raw lemon squash
(literally “white/black” in Japanese/French, the name “shiro-noir”
derives from the white cream on this dark Danish pastry)
Ogura toast, pudding, coffee
(Ogura refers to the use of cooked sweet red beans)
Tea and confectionery
Tenmusu, Moriguchizuke
(rice ball wrapped in nori; pickles made of Moriguchi radish)
Rāmen, cream zenzai
(noodles and sweet red bean soup with whipped cream)
Oni manjū, okoshimono
(Devil cakes, rice flour cakes)
Uirō, Yukari
(sweet confectionery item, shrimp rice crackers)
Shiruko sando (“sweet bean sandwich”),
dagashi (various types of snack food)

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
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¥84 sheet
Design
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Description
Hitsumabushi
(grilled eel on steamed rice)
Taiwan rāmen
(spicy noodle rāmen with pork and spring onions)
Kishimen
(flat noodle dish)
Tebasaki
(chicken wings)
Miso katsu
(crumbed pork cutlets with sweet miso sauce)
Nameshi dengaku
(vegetable rice with red miso tofu)
Miso nikomi udon
(udon noodle soup)
Nagoya kōchin hikizuri nabe
(sukiyaki-style Nagoya chicken hot pot)
Doteyaki
(beef sinew stewed in miso)
Miso oden
(miso-based stew)

First-day post offices
The officially designated first-day post offices were
Tōkyō Central and Nihonbashi. Examples of the firstday datestamps are shown. The framed (hand)
datestamp, left, depicts the subject of Design 2 in the
¥63 sheet to which a fork has been added, while the
unframed (machine) datestamp, right, shows detail
from Design 7 of the ¥84 sheet featuring the miso
nikomi udon (in this case chopsticks have been added
to the datestamp design). 
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2021.11.1
2022 New Year Postcards
Japan Post issued a press release about the 2022 (Year of the Tiger) New Year postcard issue on 2021.8.31. As
has been the case in recent years, this issue includes a number of different categories all of which comprise one
or more cards. The large variety of the cards can make it difficult for overseas collectors to obtain copies of them
all, and we are very grateful to ISJP members Paul Sayles, Arlan van Doorn, and Mr. Y. Suzuki for sending us
cards that our new-issue supplier was unable to provide.
Traditional Cards
Although their proportion of the total New Year postcard production is decreasing, the traditional monochromatic
(typically in shades of red) cards still sell in larger quantities than the other varieties. This year they comprised a
card on normal postcard paper (Figure 1), a card on ink-jet paper (Figure 2), and another card on ink-jet photo
quality paper (Figure 3). Although all three each had a face value of ¥63, the price (¥73) of the third card included
a ¥10 premium for the ink-jet photo-quality paper.
The design (22.5 x 25.0 mm) by Maruyama Satoru on normal postcard paper (Figure 1) depicts Mt. Fuji but is
titled 初夢 (hatsuyume or “the first dream one has in the New Year”). Traditionally, the content of such a dream
foretells the luck of the dreamer in the ensuing year. It is particularly good luck to dream of the three auspicious
subjects of Mt. Fuji, hawks, and eggplants. All three subjects are depicted in the overall design of this postcard.
Adapted copies of this card are issued notched for the blind and in sheets of four.
The design (22.5 x 25.0 mm) of the card on ink-jet paper (Figure 2) is called 招き虎 (maneki tora or “beckoning
tiger”), an adaptation of the well-known maneki-neko or “beckoning cat” figurine that is believed to bring good
luck to its owner. It was designed by Tamaki Akira. The design (22.5 x 25.0 mm) of the card on ink-jet photo
quality paper (Figure 3) was also by Tamaki Akira. It depicts a “trad tiger” wearing fashionable men’s clothing
and includes the English word “Happy”.
In all, 1,329,840,000 of these cards were issued, a breakdown of which is shown in the box.

Card 1
Card 2
Card 3

single cards
cards in sheets of four
cards notched for the blind
cards on ink-jet paper
cards on ink-jet photo paper

217,480,000
492,720,000
280,000
592,600,000
26,760,000

Traditional (illustrated with donations)
Each year since New Year postcards were first introduced for 1950, one type of card has been sold at a premium
which includes an amount passed on by Japan Post as a charitable donation. This year the cards have a (¥) 63+5
value tablet representing ¥63 postage + ¥5 as the charitable contribution.
Two separate designs for the value tablet were used to produce 29 different postcards, one designated as a national
issue and the others for various prefectures and regions, each card having its own unique illustration on the back.
The design (22.5 x 25.0 mm) for the national card (Figure 4) depicts a large red sea bream (tai) and is titled
omedetai “happy event”), incorporating a play on the word “tai”. Because of this verbal connection, the sea bream
is often featured as a main dish at celebratory occasions. It was designed by Yamada Yasuko. The back of the
card (Figure 5) depicts a bamboo grove and a papier mâché tiger. It was designed by Nakamaru Hitomi.
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All 28 of the prefectural and regional cards have a scene at
the bottom on the back pertaining to the prefecture or region.
Some of them have the Figure 4 design for their value tablet,
while most of them have the small (22.5 x 15.0 mm) “flying
tiger” design used for the “original” privately commissioned
cards described and illustrated in Figure 9. The quantities of
these cards issued were 35,656,000 (national) and 21,344,000
(regional).
Disney Cards
Two Disney cards were issued this year. The first was printed
on ink-jet paper with a value tablet design measuring 22.5 x
25.0 mm. It depicts Tigger leaping into a snowman that had
been built by Winnie-the-Pooh and Piglet (Figure 6). The
quantity produced was 301,960,000. N.B. This design
provides some continuity to the Disney card produced for last
year’s card that depicted Winnie-the-Pooh and Piglet
building the snowman, as seen at JP 75/235.
The second Disney card (Figure 7) depicts Tigger writing the
word とら tora (“tiger”) in the traditional custom of
kakizome, “first calligraphic exercise
of the year”. It was printed on ink-jet
photo quality paper with a value tablet
design measuring 22.5 x 25.0 mm. The
message side of the card, shown at
reduced size in Figure 8, was printed
with a color pattern mimicking
Tigger’s stripes. Although this card
had a face value of ¥63, its price (¥73)
included a ¥10 premium for the ink-jet
photo-quality paper. The quantity
produced of this card was 300,000.
Privately Commissioned Cards
Once again the original cards are available in two different
designs, one of which is the same as the design for the
traditional (with donation) prefectural and regional cards.
This design (Figure 9), by Yoshikawa Ayumi, measures 22.5
x 15.0 mm, and is titled “flying tiger”. Note that the enclosed
area immediately below the flying tiger is not part of the
value tablet design. It is a free space for use by the purchaser
of an original card or in the case of the traditional (with
donation) cards, a space for the prefectural or regional
authority to promote itself.
The other original card design (Figure 10), also by
Yoshikawa Ayumi, measures 22.5 x 22.5 mm and is titled
omedetai tora (“happy event tiger”). It features a tiger
together with a sea bream and other auspicious designs
relating to “omedetai”. 
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2021.8.25
“Pokémon” Stamp Box
On 7 May 2021 Japan Post announced two different upcoming issues based on the
series of animated cartoon characters called Pokémon, an abbreviation of “Poketto
Monsutā” (Pocket Monster). Originally released as role-playing game software in
1996, Pokémon has become an enormously successful franchise worldwide, having
been merchandised into manga, anime, trading cards, toys, books, and other media.
Of the nearly 1,000 Pokémon characters, the most often depicted in advertising is
Pichachū, a yellow rodent with an unusually shaped tail resembling a lightning bolt.
The first of these two products announced by Japan Post on 7 May 2021 was the
Greetings stamps issue released on 7 July and reported in the December issue of
Japanese Philately on pages JP 76/132-133. The other product, reported here, was
issued on 25 August (the first day of PhilaNippon 2021 held in Yokohama). It is
called a “Pokémon stamp box” and consists of a Pokémon card game, a specially
minted 10-stamp sheet with a face value of ¥912, and other promotional material.
This 10-stamp sheet (187.0 x 127.0 mm) consists of eight ¥84 designs and two ¥120
designs. The ¥84 designs comprise Designs 1-3 (30.0 x 42.0 mm) and Designs 4-8 (23.0 x 32.0 mm), while the
two ¥120 designs (24.5 x 47.0 mm) are numbered 9 and 10. The designs were based on artwork supplied.by the
Pokémon Company and the overall design including the layout of the sheet was undertaken by Kusuda Yūji.
Copies were printed by the Toppan Printing Company in 6 offset inks.
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As is the case with a lot of stamps that Japan Post issues these days, the titles of the designs do not appear on the
stamps or elsewhere on the sheet, although they are mentioned in the Japan Post press release. Designs 1-8 are
based on playing cards used in the Pokémon card game and bear the title of their particular Pokémon character.
Designs 9 and 10 are based on the respective images of “a beauty looking back”, the design of the ¥5 stamp that
adorned the first issue commemorating Philatelic Week on 1948.11.29, and “moon and geese”, the subject of the
¥8 stamp that commemorated the second Philatelic Week issue of 1949.11.1. They each have a Pokémon
character incorporated within their historic design, and it is this character for which their design on the sheet is
named.
Design

Character

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Venusaur
Charizard
Blastoise
Scorbunny
One Crack
Hoshigarisu
Zacian
Zamazenta
Pichachū
Cramorant

Availability
The sale and distribution of these stamp boxes left a lot to be desired to say the least, and in fact could be more
accurately described as a total shemozzle. Hopefully it will have taught Japan Post to be more circumspect when
embarking on joint ventures that involve new stamp issues.
The box was originally advertised on 7 May as having a sales price of ¥4,000 with an initial sales volume of
80,000. As usual with these limited-edition stamp sales the only way for a stamp collector to obtain a copy of the
stamp sheet is to buy a whole box together with its other contents. So, withstanding the fact that the other objects
in the box have some monetary value, the stamp collector is still paying ¥4,000 for a stamp sheet with a face value
of ¥912.
Subsequently, on 21 July, it was announced that an extra 20,000 copies would be available for sale and that the
sales method would be changed to a lottery. In that announcement it was stated that 150 boxes would be sold at
PHILANIPPON 2021 on 25 August, but potential collectors needed to send a postcard to be in the draw. ISJP
member and well-known postal stationery dealer Mr. Y. Suzuki was monitoring the situation closely, and reported
that he had not heard of anybody who won one of these boxes, although there was an actual box on display.
Notwithstanding this, the narrative was that the 150 boxes had been sold at PHIANIPPON and that the remaining
99,850 were to be sold “about the end of October”. These were to be offered by application (only one per person)
either by postcard between August 25 and September 10, or by website application from September 1 to 15. The
winning applicants were to be notified “after October 18”.
Basically, the boxes and their contents were being sold in a lottery, which as several people have observed,
violated UPU law. It is to be hoped that Japan Post learned a valuable lesson in the process of this new stamp
issue.
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2021.9.15
Posukuma and Friends
Here is another greetings issue featuring Posukuma, Japan Post’s mascot teddy bear postman and some of his
friends. The issue consists of two sheets (67.5 x 187.0 mm) of ten self-adhesive stamps, respectively comprising
nine ¥63 and nine ¥84 designs by Nakamaru Hitomi arranged as horizontal pairs. In both sheets Design 1
measures 23.0 x 25.4 mm and Designs 2 to 9 each have measurements of 25.4 x 23.0 mm. In each sheet there are
two copies of Design 1 and one copy of Designs 2 to 9. A total of 700,000 of the ¥63 sheets and 2 million of the
¥84 sheets were printed in 6 offset inks by Joh. Enschedé Stamps.
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The titles (below) of the stamp designs do not appear on the stamps themselves nor in the margins of the sheet,
and have been sourced from the Japan Post press release. Most of the designs reflect the “UK in Japan” program,
an ambitious joint initiative by the British Council and the British Embassy in Tōkyō to further strengthen the
bilateral relationship that the UK has with Japan. It was officially announced when Japanese Prime Minister Abe
visited the UK in January 2019 and launched in September 2019 to coincide with the Rugby World Cup hosted
in Japan.
The program had a brief pause following the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, but intended resuming with an
exciting range of activities planned from September 2021 through to the end of the year, focusing on how the UK
and Japan can support a sustainable global recovery. We have repeated the vague design titles supplied in the
Japan Post announcement, despite the fact that a number of the designs depicting Posukuma and/or one or more
of his friends appear with an identifiable (e.g., Abbey Road, Big Ben) UK tourist spot in the background.

¥63 sheet
Title
Posukuma profile
Posukuma and Nature 1
Posukuma and Nature 2
Posukuma and Nature 3
Posukuma and Nature 4
Posukuma and Nature 5
Posukuma and Nature 6
Afternoon Tea 1
Afternoon Tea 2

¥84 sheet
Design

Title

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Posukuma profile
Posukuma and a street
Posukuma and the meeting place
Posukuma and bus
Posukuma and clock
Posukuma and honey
Posukuma and his friends
Posujamu
Posukuma at the railway station

Sheet Backgrounds
The respective backgrounds of each sheet depict a unique tartan design. The design on the ¥63 sheet is called
“Posukuma and Friends Colourful Tartan” while, the design on the ¥84 sheet is named “Posukuma Tartan”. These
names appear at the bottom left corner of each sheet. Both were officially registered with the Scottish Register
of Tartans on 2021.1.26. (Verified by a search of the Register website at https://www.tartanregister.gov.uk).
First-day post offices
The officially designated first-day post offices were Tōkyō Central and Nihonbashi. The framed (hand)
datestamp, below left, shows Posukuma carrying a plate of food as depicted in Design 9 of the ¥63 sheet, while
the unframed (machine) datestamp, below right, depicts the image of Posukuma as shown in Design 5 of the ¥84
sheet.
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2021.9.22
Happy Greetings Stamps
This stamp issue is another of the now familiar “Happy Greetings” stamps, designed not for a specific purpose
(e.g., New Year, Summer, etc.) but to fit the more Western-style of sending greetings for happy events (e.g.,
weddings) that occur throughout the year. This issue consists of three separate sheets of self-adhesive stamps that
respectively comprise ten ¥63 stamps, ten ¥84 stamps, and ten ¥94 stamps. As has been the case in the more
recent sets in this series the sheet titles are inscribed ハッピー グリーティング
グリーティング (“Happy Greetings”) in Japanese,
but “Celebrations Designs” in English, where in the earlier sets it was “Happy Greetings” in both languages.
Each of the three sheets measures 187.0 x 67.5 mm, with all the individual designs by Yoshikawa Ayumi each
measuring 24.0 x 24.0 mm (¥63 sheet), 27.0 x 27.0 mm (¥84 sheet), and 33.0 x 22.5 mm (¥94 sheet). Each sheet
consists of 10 different designs, arranged in accordance with its relevant sheet layout diagram. A total of 800,000
copies of each ¥63 sheet, 3 million copies of each ¥84 sheet, and 1 million copies of each ¥94 sheet were printed
in 5 offset inks (supplemented with embossing) by the Toppan Printing Co.
No descriptive inscriptions appear on the designs themselves, and the Japan Post announcement describes them
as follows:
¥63 sheet
Presents 1-10
¥84 sheet
Baked confectionery 1-10
¥94 sheet
Flowers 1-10
First-day post offices
The officially designated first-day post offices were
Tōkyō Central and Nihonbashi. The framed (hand)
datestamp, left, replicates (with minor changes) the
subject of Design 3 in the ¥94 sheet, and the unframed
(machine) datestamp, right, depicts the wrapped
present pictured on Design 5 of the ¥63 sheet.
———

2021.11.5
Simple Greetings Stamps
Here is the latest set of “simple” greetings self-adhesive stamps that this
time consists of just one ¥84 design. This design, by Tamaki Akira,
measures 21.5 x 25.5 mm and is printed in sheets (280.0 x 149.5 mm) of
50 (10 x 5). The stamps in each sheet are separated into five panes of
10 by scored vertical lines to allow the sheet to be folded compactly.

The stamp was sold only in complete sheets of 50 at the face value
of ¥4,200 per sheet. A total of 800,000 sheets were printed in 4 offset
inks by the Toppan Printing Company. Our illustration of a pair is from
the lower left corner of the sheet.
Note that pictorial first-day datestamps were not produced for this issue. Standard domestic hand and machine
cancels with the traditional hato (dove or pigeon) first-day datestamp symbol were available at several post offices
throughout the country.
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2021.11.19
Winter Greetings
Stamps
The format of this year’s issue
of Winter Greetings stamps
comprises two sheets (67.5 x
187.0 mm) of ten self-adhesive
stamps. One sheet comprises
two copies each of five ¥63
designs and the other sheet two
copies of five ¥84 designs; all
of which were by Hoshiyama
Ayaka.
All ten designs
measure 18.5 x 22.5 mm. A
total quantity of 2,000,000 of
each ¥63 design and 5,000,000
of each ¥84 design were
printed in 3 offset inks and foil
stamping by the Toppan
Printing Company.

Note that the foil stamping
doesn’t reproduce well in our
scans. The seemingly black
areas are actually highly
reflective foil. The colors of the
foil stampings are seen better
in the small photograph taken
at an angle, shown below right.

No descriptive information
about the designs appears on
the individual stamps or their
respective sheets, and the
descriptions shown on page 41
have been sourced from the
Japan Post announcement.
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¥63 sheet

¥84 sheet

Description

Design

Rotary candle stand
Sled
Wolf
Gift
Reindeer

1
2
3
4
5

Description

Red bird
Lanterns
Poinsettia leaves
Winter letter
Apple

First-day post offices: The officially designated firstday post offices were Tōkyō Central and Nihonbashi.
Examples of the first-day pictorial datestamps are
shown. The framed (hand) datestamp, left, pictures the
sled shown in Design 2 of the ¥63 sheet, while the
unframed (machine) datestamp, right, depicts the two
lanterns, the subject of Design 2 in the ¥84 sheet.
——————

2021.12.6
“Kimetsu no Yaiba” Greetings Stamps
This issue of greetings stamps is based on a Japanese manga series called Demon Slayer: Kimetsu no Yaiba (Blade
of Demon Destruction) written and illustrated by Gotōge Koyoharu. It follows the adventures of teenager Kamado
Tanjirō who strives to become a demon slayer after his family was murdered and his younger sister Nezuko turned
into a demon.
It consists of one sheet (127.0 x 187.0 mm) of self-adhesive stamps consisting of fifteen ¥84 designs. The designs
are all fan-shaped with different degrees of openness of the fan, and have a mixture of different sizes as shown
below. A total of 2,000,000 of each design were printed in six offset inks by the Toppan Printing Co.
The titles of the stamp designs do not appear on the stamps themselves or anywhere else on the sheet, and the
descriptions below have been sourced from the Japan Post announcement.

“Kimetsu no Yaiba” Greetings Stamps
Design

Description

Size, mm

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Kamado Tanjirō 1
Kamado Nezuko
Kamado Tanjirō 2
Agatsuma Zen'itsu
Hashibira Inosuke
Rengoku Kyōjurō 1
Kochō Shinobu
Tomioka Giyū
Rengoku Kyōjurō 2
Uzui Tengen
Kanroji Mitsuri
Tokitō Muichirō
Iguro Obanai
Shinazugawa Sanemi
Himejima Gyōmei

38.0 x 38.0
33.0 x 36.0
40.5 x 23.5
34.0 x 33.0
35.0 x 35.5
40.5 x 23.5
44.5 x 30.5
44.5 x 30.0
44.5 x 29.5
44.5 x 29.5
44.5 x 30.0
44.5 x 29.5
44.5 x 30.0
44.5 x 30.0
44.5 x 30.0
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An interesting note on the QR
code at top left indicates that
scanning the code will give access
to the voices of Tanjirō and others
between 6 December 2021 and 31
March 2022.
First-day cancellations
The officially designated first-day
post offices were Tōkyō Central
and Nihonbashi. The framed
(hand) datestamp, below left,
depicts detail of Kamado Tanjirō
as shown in Design 1, while the
unframed (machine) handstamp,
below right, depicts detail of
Kamado Nezuko as shown in
Design 2. Note that the examples
each show a red imprint of みほん
(mihon or “specimen”). These
illustrations were sourced from
the pre-issue press release. The
mihon imprints do not appear on
the issued datestamps.
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2021.12.10
“Peter Rabbit” Greetings Stamps
This is the third issue of greetings stamps that Japan Post has issued comprising designs of characters and incidents
from the books of English author and illustrator Beatrix Potter. More information about Helen Beatrix Potter
(1866-1943) and her self-illustrated short children’s books can be found in the JP report of the 2011.3.3 issue at
JP 66/132-133.
This issue consists of one sheet (160.0 x 86.0 mm) of self-adhesive stamps consisting of ten ¥84 designs. The
designs have a mixture of shapes and sizes, as detailed in the table (below). A total of 3,000,000 of each design
were printed in six offset inks by the Toppan Printing Co. The designs were based on the original artwork of
Beatrix Potter, supplied by Sony Creative Products Inc. and copyrighted to Frederick Warne and Co.
The titles of the stamp designs do not appear on the stamps themselves or anywhere else on the sheet, and the
descriptions below have been sourced from the Japan Post announcement.

1

Design

Title

Shape

Size, mm

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Peter Rabbit & lemons
Benjamin Bunny & paprika(1)
Peter Rabbit & apple
Benjamin Bunny & grapes
Peter Rabbit & orange
Peter Rabbit & strawberries
Peter & Benjamin with grapefruit
Peter Rabbit & basket
Peter Rabbit & mushrooms
My sisters with blueberries

rectangular
rectangular
rectangular
rectangular
rectangular
rectangular
rectangular
circular
rectangular
rectangular

21.5 x 30.0
21.5 x 30.0
21.5 x 25.5
21.5 x 25.5
21.5 x 36.0
21.5 x 30.0
21.5 x 30.0
32.0 x 32.0
21.5 x 36.0
21.5 x 36.0

Probably a more descriptive term would be “capsicum” or “bell pepper”.
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First-day cancellations
The officially designated first-day post offices were Tōkyō Central and Nihon bashi. The design of the framed
(hand) datestamp, below left, depicts an apple, while the unframed (machine) datestamp, below right, pictures a
mixture of different fruits. They each depict the subject of one or more of the original designs, but not a direct
copy due to the copyright restrictions. 

———

———

Annual Luncheon of
the Washington, D.C. Chapter

In 2021, the Washington DC Chapter of ISJP resumed its tradition of having an annual luncheon on the first
Tuesday in December. Plans for the 2020 luncheon had to be abandoned because of the COVID-19 pandemic.
The photograph, taken in the Yama Restaurant in Vienna VA, includes (left to right), Fred Drake, Jack Ginsburg,
Zach Lawrence, Lee Wilson, Bill Hughes and Janet Hughes.
Except in December when the annual lunchoen occurs, the chapter meets monthly on the first Tuesday at 7:30
pm at the Dolley Madison Library, 1244 Oak Ridge Avenue, McLean VA 22101. Visitors are welcome. For
further information, contact Lee Wilson (lerwilson@aol.com). 
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Advertisements
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————

WANTED, UNIVERSAL POSTAL UNION CONGRESS SOUVENIR ALBUMS: Note year, dedication if
any, and condition. Compiling information for JP article, please send any information, photos of your holdings.
E-mail: jsusman@neomed.edu
[ISJP 2269]
Jeff Susman, 3463 Whitfield Avenue, Cincinnati OH 45220
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————

WANTED, JAPAN OCCUPATION: Stamps and covers of Burma, Malay States, etc. Mint, LH. Ask for my
want list - postage refund.
[ISJP 6424]
Larry Clement, 21793 Ocean Vista Drive, Laguna Beach CA 92651
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————

WANTED -- Dragon, Cherry Blossom and Koban forgeries. Will buy or trade for early (1871-1876)
forgeries.

E-mail: sanfordensinger@gmail.com
Sanford Ensinger, 77 Portsmouth Dr., Bella Vista AR 72715

[ISJP 1700]

—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————

FOR SALE, PRE-INDEPENDENCE OF INDONESIA: Overprints on Netherlands Indies and Japanese
Occupation stamps and other issues. Visit: https://www.delcampe.net/en_US/collectibles/store/cvfil
Carlos Vieiro
E-mail: cvfil@fibertel.com.ar
WhatsApp: +54 911 5713-1539
[ISJP 6378]
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————

INFORMATION WANTED: MANCHURIA LOCAL OVERPRINTS (MLO) 1945/6. Colleague preparing
new catalogue on this fascinating area and would like to discuss with other specialists. Particularly interested in
scans of covers verifying usage (please scan both sides).
[ISJP 3731]
E-mail: scheibert888@gmail.com (via Florian Eichhorn)
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————

SELLING & BUYING: Japan and Ryukyus. Free price list on request. Want lists are welcome. If you have
material to sell, please contact me. Selling lists on the Internet at www.BaxleyStamps.com.
Phone: 575-437-8707. E-mail: gbaxley@netmdc.com.
[ISJP 2771]
George C. Baxley, P.O. Box 807, Alamogordo NM 88311
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————

FOR SALE: Japanese stamps, mihons and JSPA maximum cards (1923-1990). https://myjapanstamps.com
E-mail: l.evans.de.violini@gmail.com
[ISJP 983]
Lois M. Evans-de Violini, 1950 Patricia St, Oxnard, CA 93036-7729
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————

FOR SALE: 4 Vol. Lighthouse hingeless Japan albums, 1871-2003. Immaculate. $350 with free shipping.
Retail over $2300. E-mail: salina_48@yahoo.com
[ISJP 5160]
John Williams
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————

ALWAYS BUYING JAPAN INCLUDING OCCUPATIONS AND RYUKYUS From classics to modern, all
collections and offers welcome. Contact me before sending. APS since 1968 and ASDA since 1974 equals over
53 years of professional experience. Email: FrankPGeigerSr@gmail.com
[ISJP 4462]
Frank P. Geiger, Sr., PO Box 3442, Pinehurst NC 28374. Phone 787-689-6879
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————

WANTED, JAPAN ANTARCTIC: Collecting covers from Japanese Antarctic bases and icebreakers, postcards
and material from the 1910-12 Shirase Expedition. E-mail: georgebaney@gmail.com
[ISJP 6542]
George Baney, 59 Oxford Dr, East Windsor NJ 08520
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————

Forgeries CD-ROM now available in flash drive format
ISJP’s acclaimed CD-ROM monograph “Forgeries of the Dragon, Cherry Blossom and Koban
Postage Stamps of Japan” has now been made available on a USB-compatible flash drive. The
price for ISJP members is US$39.95 postpaid in the USA and Canada; US$42.95 postpaid
elsewhere. The non-member price is US$49.95 postpaid, which includes ISJP membership for the
current year. Order from ISJP, PO Box 1283, Haddonfield NJ 08033 USA. PayPal remittances are
also accepted, and should be directed to payment@isjp.org.
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I.S.J.P. Benefactor, Sustaining
& Contributing Members for 2021
Benefactor Members for 2021: ISJP recognizes those members who choose to send us US$100 or more for their
annual dues with the designation “Benefactor Member”. The Society greatly appreciates this extra financial
support from the 19 individuals listed below.
B
B
B
B
B
B
B

6534
6053
6233
4975
5602
6064
5757

Bolas, Mr Benjamin
Chazen, Mr Stephen
Estes, Mr Johnny M
Hanzawa, Mr Kenneth T
Inoue, Mr Kazuyuki
Joe, Ms Patricia
Kendrick, Mr Kenneth W

B
B
B
B
B
B
B

4195
4589
4890
5970
6170
4112
5465

Lee, Mrs Jean
Moody, Mr Robert C
Morris, Mr John H, Jr
Nakamura, Mr Charles E
Omiya, Mr Elliot H
Polizatto, Mr Vincent P
Soutar, Ms Edith

B
B
B
B
B

4964
6047
4484
6206
4871

Thacker, Mr Rodney L
Vahidi, Mr Siamak
Wedgbury, Mr H Scott
Wieting, Ms Amy E
Zettlemoyer, Dr Nicholas

Sustaining Members for 2021: Sustaining Members provide extra financial support to the ISJP by sending us
twice the normal annual dues. We appreciate the help of these 100 individuals.
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S

3209
3029
2425
4613
3596
6420
5277
5941
5237
3483
4489
5597
4720
4541
2226
6244
2901
3855
5982
1593
3969
3693
5443
6255
1274
5436
6397
6364
5550
6427
5661
2717
3054
3731

Arent, Mr Richard
Aspnes, Mr Richard K
Axelrod, Mr Philip J
Ballas, Mr Don
Bell, Prof David N
Berkowitz, Dr Joanne
Berlin, Dr Steven J
Bilson, Ms Barbara
Boling, Mr Joseph E
Bouw, Mr J Daniel
Brafford, Mr Frederick A
Bryson, Mr Kenneth J
Callaghan, Dr Paul
Chang, Mr William L
Cheng, Mr Carl B
Chesanek, Mr Andrew T
Clark, Mr Kenneth G
Clever, Mr Richard E
Cok, Mr Gert-Jan
Coon, MSGT John R
Custer, Dr Edward S, Jr
Dankner, Mr Herbert
Daunt, Dr Stephen J
Davids, Mr A W
Dickinson, Mr Richard
Dohrn, Mr Michael
Dowd, Mr Stephen
Drake, Mr Fred
Drejewski, Mr Stanley P
Dudgeon, Mr Alistair
Dykstra, Mrs Doug
Ebert, Mr Donn M
Eggleston, Mr Jerry F
Eichhorn, Mr Florian

S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
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S

2518
5427
3965
5659
6142
2017
3891
6441
5824
6513
3576
6299
4047
6147
2362
4466
6215
6066
5371
4581
5651
4792
5739
5902
6479
4539
6446
2141
6395
3075
5573
5357
3922
5098

Emanuel, Mr Gareth
Friedman, Dr Kenneth
Frumkin, Mr Steven C
Fujita, Mr Kazuya
Gibson, Ms Yasuko
Grassman, Mr Charles Lee
Gyotoku, Mr Kunihiro
Haley, Mr James
Harlan, Mr Kenneth M
Harman, Mr Christopher G
Harris, Mr Thomas Roy
Hawn, Mr W Dexter
Heald, Mr Bruce H
Hein, Mr Thorsten
Johnson, Mr Jonathan L, Jr
Jordan, Mr James
Keulers, Mr Marc
King, Mr Everett M
Kirkland, Mr Richard S
Lean, Mr Brian
Lepach, Mr Bernd
Lewendon, Mr L V
Longwood, Mr James
Low, Mr Peter
Malone, Mr Patrick
Mares, Mr David
Matsuda, Mr Nobuhiro
McArthur, LCDR Robert H
Melver, Mr William N
Miller, Dr Robert L
Muraoka, Mr Yasuhiro
Nielsen, Prof Anker
Parsons, Mr Charles
Pearl, Mr Stephen S

S
S
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S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
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S
S
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S
S
S
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6335
2139
3007
6393
3780
6528
5214
4463
5134
3524
2734
3894
3024
2242
2269
3639
5694
4499
5657
6179
4703
6041
3781
3784
6149
5703
5124
6082
6224
4246
6025
5845

Ras, Mr Harry
Reed, Mr Kenneth M
Reiter, Dr Richard C
Reynolds, Revd Philip
Richter, Mr Wayne V
Rightmire, Mr Robert
Ryan, Mrs Laurie
Sandrik, Mr William A
Schiff, Mrs Susan
Schrag, Mr Jon P
Schwarz, Mr Thomas L
Slorah, Mr Lee J
Stoltz, Mr Jacky
Strother, CMSGT Stephen F
Susman, Dr Jeffrey
Suzuki, Mr Y
Thibodeau, Mr Gerald C
Ticke, Mr Robert C
Toler, Mr Gerald V
Tomkiw, Dr David
Towers, Mr Michael
Tracy, Capt Robert N
Tsuchiya, Mr Masayoshi
van Doorn, Mr Arlan K
Wackerling, Mr Lloyd R
Walker, Mr Darrel
Walters, Mr Robert B
Walton, Mr Laurence R
Wanders, Mr Nicolaas
Washton, Mr Martin C
Wettenhall, Dr John M
Zarko, Mr Stephen
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Contributing Members for 2021: Contributing Members provide extra financial support to the ISJP by sending
us 50% more than the normal annual dues. We appreciate the help of these 74 individuals, plus two more that
have requested anonymity.
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C
C
C
C
C
C
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1996
2771
4833
6327
2860
6380
6532
5884
6388
4335
3817
6471
3818
6474
2827
3700
6068
3542
4803
5944
5933
5860
6209
5624
5046

Anderton, Mr Harry
Baxley, LTC George
Berg, Mr Brian A
Borgström, Mr Kjell
Branberg, Me Harold W
Brumby, Mr Martin
Cantin, Mr Barry
Carman, Mr A Derren J
Carter, Mr Laurie E
Chang, Mr Robert
Cowie, LT COL Alan
Doran, Mrs Rachela
Douglas, Mr tephen C
Downs, Mr Michael
Drucker, Dr Charles
Duguid, Mr Neil C
Edmonds, Ms Laura
Endo, Mr Jerry
Falor, Mr Wesley N
Fetterolf, Mr Rick
Garritsen, Mr G J
Gilheany, Mr Patrick F
Gregoire, Mr Armand
Hague, Mr David G
Halverson, Mr Lee, Sr

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

2756
5185
5308
6483
3003
4504
4312
5905
6074
5995
4051
6261
3510
2437
6200
5451
6403
5528
2768
6014
3124
4785
3217
3396
6491

Hartup, Mr John D, Jr
Hastings, Mr John H
Helms, Mr Fred A
Henry, Mr Michael
Hopkins, Dr Gail E
Houghton, Mr Charles
Iitsuka, Mr Hiromasa
Jacks, Dr Clive F
Johnson, Mr Richard L
Kostanick, Mr Chris
Krische, Mr Harold
Lazarin, Mr Jay
Lewis, Dr Todd J
Lift, Miss Gail H
Lochon, Dr Bernard
Lowell, Mr John W
Lumsden, Ms Toni
Marut, Mr Michael J
Matsumoto, Mr Jun Ichi
Mau, Mr Christopher
Mayfield, Mr Charles M
McDermott, Mr T P
Miller, Mr John S
Monday, Mr Nyle C
Nakano, Mr Kenji

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

2541
2592
6433
6472
3845
3289
5330
5561
6521
1939
4571
6506
6103
6522
3391
5724
6372
5984
6194
6326
2729
6290
6357
3380

Nishikawa, Mr Thomas N
O’Donovan, Capt James P
Palumbo, Dr Corrado
Pettijohn, Dr Richard
Pietsch, Mr Terry W
Pollak, Mr Andrew J
Price, Mr Michael G
Reynolds, Mr David
Richards, Mr Dan
Riley, COL Robert S
Secrist, Mr Dennis K
Smith, Dr Allan
Smith, Mr Gregory V
Smith, Mr Jonathan
Squier, Mr Middleton P J
Sugihara, Mr Masaki
Trauer, Mr Björn
Urushima, Mr Andrew
Vivance, Mr Sylvain
Watt, Mr Simon
Winston, Mr Bruce
Wrenn, Mr Albert
Yamamoto, Mr Taneshiro
Yao, Mr Jack
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Publisher’s Note
The December 2021 issue (Volume 76 Number 4) of Japanese Philately was mailed to all members on 2021.12.13
from the USPS facility in Cherry Hill, New Jersey. It appears that the USPS somehow managed to lose or
misplace the entire US-bound portion of the shipment. ISJP’s officers authorized reprinting the December issue
so that the lost copies could be replaced. The replacements were mailed, also from the Cherry Hill facility, on
2022.2.7. At the time this was written, copies of the December issue addressed to the western half of the US still
had not been delivered. The USPS cannot explain what happened.
My responsibilities as Publisher include getting each issue printed and mailed. I am appalled at the failures noted
above by the USPS, but there seems to be little I can do to correct the situation. In order not to leave a gap in our
readers’ enjoyment of Japanese Philately, I will, upon request, send a spare copy (from our limited supply) of the
December issue to any member in the US that has failed to receive a copy. Please make your request by email to
publisher@isjp.org, or by mail to PO Box 1283, Haddonfield NJ 08033, or by telephone to 609-471-2787, leaving
a voice or text message with your name and address.
The December issue is available online to all members. Check our website, www.isjp.org, and log into your
account. Then navigate to https://isjp.org/current-journals/. If you have any difficulty with access to the website,
please contact webmaster@isjp.org.
[Ken Kamholz, Publisher]
———

———

New Members of the International Society for Japanese Philately
Codes for Collecting Interests: Japan Proper
a
b
b1
c
d
e

=
=
=
=
=
=

19th

century definitives
20th century definitives
21st century definitives
special issues
postal stationery
specimen overprints

f
g
h
i
j
k

=
=
=
=
=
=

first day covers
other covers & cancels
forgeries & fakes
revenue stamps
topicals, thematic
other

Colonies, Occupied areas,
Manchoukuo,
or Ryūkyū Islands
a = stamps
b = postal stationery
c = covers & cancels

In comparison with other philatelic interests, Japanese-area philately is:
X = chief interest
6588
6589
6590
6591
6592
6593
6594
6595
6596
6597
6598

Y = one of several interests

Z = sideline interest

Liu, Mr Jiunn-Lieh, No. 13 Lane 310 Ta-Dwen 14th St, Taichung 40862, Taiwan. Business owner. Japan k;
Manchoukuo c; as Z since 2012. Member China Stamp Society, APS. [source: Internet]
Ace, Mr Robert, 906 Sandy Trl, Keller TX 76248. Retired. Japan a, b, k; as Y since 2020. Member APS. [source:
Scott Catalogue]
Hosterman, Lt Larry, 8756 Old Highway Two Loop, Moyie Springs ID 83845. USN Retired. Japan a, b, c, d, e, f, g,
h; Occupied areas a; Manchoukuo a; Ryūkyū Islands a; as X since 1972.
Lee, Mr Chern Ping, 28 Kim Tian Rd #17-06 Twin Regency, 169278 Singapore. Japan d, g; Occupied areas a, b, c;
as Y since 2018. Member, Malaya Study Group.
LaVille, Mr Warren, PO Box 1664, Gold Beach OR 97444. Retired. Japan a, b; as Z since 2021. Member APS, CSA.
[source: Internet]
Hoff, Mr Christer, Fågelbovägen 19 E, 61136 Nyköping, Sweden. Japan k; Ryūkyū Islands c; as X since 2017.
Member Oxelösunds Filateliförening.
Granja, Mr Oswaldo, 61-05 39th Ave Apt G6, Woodside NJ 11377. Japan c; as X since 1978.
Hofmann, Mr Werner, Pennstr 11, 81549 München, Germany. Japan a.
Mulvadi Raghupathy, Mr Ranganathan, 8/2 Crescent Park St Flat 2A, T Nagar, 600017 Chennai, Tamilnadu, India.
Japan a, b, b1, c ,d, e, f, g, j; as X. [source: Internet]
Murray, Mr Martin, The Merrie Thought, Stuckton, Fordingbridge SP6 4HG, United Kingdom. Retired. Japan a, b, c,
f, g; as Y since 1995. Member, BSJP. [source: BJSP]
Bigalke, Mr Jay, PO Box 882, Troy OH 45373. Journalist. Japan a, b, b1, c; as Y since 2005. Member APS, RPSL,
AFDCS, Collectors Club of New York. [Source: Linn’s]

